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servJcs. they reacted by electing a
Liberal to the House of Commons.
Üben the Labour Opposition in early
1974 v.anted to rouse their local acti-
vists to set out the voters, they promised
to absolve the Clay Cross councillors
from the consequences of disobeying
the law. When the Conservative Opposi-
tion in late 1974 wanted to do the same,
they promised to abolish the rates. It
is liard to say which promise was more
unbelievable. But both examples show
that national politicians perceive local
government affairs äs part of the
national political football. So do the
electors. The small proportion of them
who bother to turn out for local polls
vote there to give national, not local,
administrations a usually well-deserved
boot in the pants. So where's the demo-
cratic theory in all that?

Dr Hill has two techniques for dis-
guising the boojum qualities of her
democratic snark. First, Jargon: "The
co-operative matrix Organisation faces
strong centrifugal forces from profes-
sionalisrn and professionally organised
departments." Second, quotations from
previous writers on related subjects:
"H. Hugh Heclo believes . . ." and
"The English tradition was defended
by Keith Panter-Brick . . ." (Political
scientists have lovely names.)

In other words, this is another ran
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around the acadernic cabbage-patch:
a book without skill in argument, nor
depth of conviction, nor breadth of
experience. It is number 12 in a series
from the publishers. Maybe series have
to be kept going if Publishing is to sur-
vive. But so careless is the publication
that at least seven pairs of pages in
this reviewer's copy were practically /
illegible because of over-inking. But they /
weren't much missed.

Aggression
THE ANATOMY OF HUMAN /
DESTRUCTIVENESS /
By Erich Fromm. /
Cape. 53 7 pages. £4.50. /
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Erich Fromm has been writing book^ on
human character, society and poh'tics
from a psychoanalytic point of vieiv for
40 years and now gives us a major
work of argument and reflection on
human aggression. Freud's death instinct
is now embarrassing and ignored, and
his writings on aggression have not
been his most illuminating, äs tfle author
rightly argues. Lorenz's book on the
instinctual basis of aggression is then
demolished by Dr Fromm äs? being in-
accurate, being based heavily pn analogy
from geese to men, and äs being idola-
trous of evolution and demeaning of

humanity. Lorenz is said to be
because he appeals to people
it more comfortable to believe that our
aggression is biological rather than
social and political. Both Freud and
Lorenz thought that aggression needed

/an outlet, although the general feeling of
Freud seems to be sceptical pessimism,
and that of Lorenz superficial optirnism.
Next the up-to-date and sophisticated
version of behaviourism promoted by
Skinner is criticised and dismissed (this
has been done before) and then Dr
Fromm can proceed to his own dis-
cussion.

His message is surely a wise one,
although it is not clearly argued, and
considerable effort and moving to and
fro among the chapters is needed to ex-
tract it from a book which is shapeless
in its total form and padded with un-
original but long biographical accounts
of Himmler and Hitler.

Destructiveness and cruelty are said
to be not instinctive in the biological
sense but "passions rooted in the total
existence of men". Some defensive
fighting is self-preservative and may be
a programmed response, but this is
much less so in humans than in animals.
We are more influencedjby society, we
are.awareof our awesonteTesponsibÖity,
and we are, äs Sartre said, "condemned
to be free to choose". So sadism, the
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lust to control people and achieve some
power and certainty that way, is "one
of the answers to the problem of being
born human when better ones are not
attainable". Or, pithily, "man's humanity
makes him so inhuman". This sounds
pessimistic, but the author emphasises
that he finds reasons for hope.

He is a radical humanist critic of
present society and believes that wide-
spread malignant aggression can be
reduced and in fact made to disappear,
except äs an individual sickness, but
only when exploitative control of any
class, sex or minority group has been
done away with. So we can build a
peaceful society. We do not have to
change our style of toilet training. Social
engineering is what is needed.

Benefits of illness
CREATIVE MALADY
By George Pickering.
Allen and Unwin. 327 pages £5.25.

More than half of this book by a former
regius professor of medicine at Oxford,
and the better half, is devoted to a fresh
account of the lives and work of Charles
Darwin and Florence Nightingale and
to a reinterpretation of their respective
illnesses. Sir George Pickering's thesis
is that Darwin's Symptoms, which led
to his becoming a semi-invalid and a
recluse from the age of 30, the time of •
his marriage, were not those of any
physical illness—chronic trypanoso-
miasis caught in South America has been
suggested—but those of a psycho-
neurosis. This illness put a stop to his
academic activity and to an exacting
social life. Coupled with his wealth
and the devotion of his wife and famüy,
it enabled him, whether he knew it or
not, to devote his time and energy over
the next 20 years to the creative activity
that culminated in the publication of the
"Origin of Species" in 1859. The illness
continnpH till nflor K-V ^—*i- -•- mo^
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